Cinematographer Production Journal

NAME __________________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6

☐ Title blog post: FILM NAME Cinematographer Production Journal
☐ Use Section Headings in blog post

Summary
☐ Describe your involvement in production process

Camera Evidence
☐ Include evidence of camera preparation
☐ Include evidence of camera movement
☐ Include evidence of camera angles
☐ Include evidence of camera shot design

Shot Choice Justification
☐ Describe choices made when selecting shot types
☐ Justify shot choices

Lighting Design
☐ Include evidence of how lighting design created mood
☐ Include evidence of how lighting design created atmosphere
☐ Include evidence of how lighting design created genre

Consultation with Editor
☐ Include consultation evidence w/editor about coverage needs

Alternative Shots
☐ Include evidence of alternative shots
☐ Include why you chose the one used in the final film

Camera Work and Lighting Evaluation
☐ Evaluate the artistic level
☐ Evaluate the technical level

Influences from Films
☐ Name cinematographers
☐ Name some films they worked on
☐ Describe how they influenced your work

What I Learned and Problems I Solved
☐ Explain what you learned & problems you solved

☐ Use proper grammar; (i.e. ‘I’, complete sentences)

20 POINTS TOTAL ___

REVIEW’S NAME __________________________